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Micromagnetic simulations have been performed to investigate the controllability of the skyrmion position in
antiferromagnetic nanotracks with their magnetic properties modified spatially. In this study we have modeled
magnetic defects as local variations on the material parameters, such as the exchange stiffness, saturation
magnetization, perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant. Thus, we
have observed not only pinning (potential well) but also scattering (potential barrier) of antiferromagnetic
skyrmions, when adjusting either a local increase or a local reduction for each material parameter. In order to
control of the skyrmion motion it is very important to impose certain positions along the nanotrack where the
skyrmion can stop. Magnetic defects incorporated intentionally in antiferromagnetic racetracks can be useful
for such purpose. In order to provide guidelines for experimental studies, we vary both material parameters
and size of the modified region. The found results show that the efficiency of skyrmion trap depends on a
suitable combination of magnetic defect parameters. Furthermore, we discuss the reason why skyrmions are
either attracted or repelled by a region magnetically modified.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanoscaled topological spin textures known as mag-
netic skyrmions have attracted a lot of attention recently,
since they behave as quasiparticles and have high poten-
tial of being information carriers in novel spintronic tech-
nologies1–3. In the beginning, ferromagnetic skyrmions
have been experimentally observed only at low temper-
atures and under the influence of large external mag-
netic fields4–9. Nowadays, these quasiparticles have been
stabilized at room temperature in magnetic multilayer
systems with interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya couplings
and high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy10–16.

In the last few years, much effort has been dedicated
to control the nucleation and the transport of skyrmions
in ferromagnetic nanotracks10,17–29. Understanding and
controlling the propagation of skyrmions in magnetic
nanotrack is crucial for the development and realization
of spintronic devices30–33. Due to the peculiar character-
istics of skyrmions, such as nanoscaled sizes, topological
protection and efficient electric manipulation, there is a
huge interest in replacing domain walls with skyrmions to
perform logical operations34,35 and/or to encode informa-
tion data storage devices3,36. The reference33 describes
the current state of the art of Skyrmionics (skyrmion-
electronics). Unlike domain walls that are restricted
to the unidirectional movement along the nanotrack37,
skyrmions can not be driven by electric currents with-
out being moved away from the longest axis of the nan-
otrack. The skyrmion transport in a ferromagnetic nan-
otrack is hampered by the skyrmion accumulation at
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the nanotrack edges, or even by the information loss
in the case of the skyrmions are expelled from the nan-
otrack. As a consequence of the topological charge, the
skyrmion Hall effect38 was predicted theoretically2,39 and
was observed experimentally by two groups simultane-
ously40,41. Although the skyrmion Hall effect is an is-
sue for the ferromagnetic spintronics, varied strategies
have been proposed to suppress this undesirable phe-
nomenon, as follow: (1) Via engineering of magnetic
properties42–48. The skyrmion Hall effect can be sup-
pressed in magnetic nanotracks with strategically mod-
ified magnetic properties46. Magnetic strips presenting
spatial variations of the material parameters can be in-
tentionally incorporated into the nanotrack to gererate
attractive or repulsive interactions, and it can be used
to modify the dynamics of ferromagnetic skyrmion. (2)
Through the manipulation of skyrmions in synthetic an-
tiferromagnetic nanotracks49–54, that is, a ferromagnetic
bilayer coupled antiferromagnetically. In this strategy,
the RKKY interaction is responsible for the coupling be-
tween the two skyrmions located on the top and bottom
layers55. By tuning the spacer thickness (non-magnetic
metal layer) it is possible to obtain an interlayer anti-
ferromagnetic coupling. Thus, the motion of skyrmion
pairs with opposite topological charges can be useful to
suppress the skyrmion Hall effect in synthetic antiferro-
magnetic nanotracks. (3) Via nucleation of a skyrmio-
nium56–58 or a Resonant Magnetic Soliton (RMS)59 in-
stead of a ferromagnetic skyrmion. The nontopological
quasiparticle known as skyrmionium is characterized by
a zero topological charge as well as the antiferromagnetic
skyrmion, whereas the RMS is a spin texture stabilized
by current and characterized by topological charge os-
cillating around the averaged value of Q = 0. Quasi-
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particles with Q = 0 are totally free of the skyrmion
Hall effect. (4) By replacing the nanotrack material by
an antiferromagnetic material60–62, that is, using a real
antiferromagnetic nanotrack. Besides the issue of the
skyrmion Hall effect be automatically suppressed in an
antiferromagnetic medium, it was reported62 other ad-
vantages of antiferromagnetic skyrmions over ferromag-
netic skyrmions. For example, high mobility under small
values of the applied current density.

In order to create traps for quasiparticles (such as vor-
tices63,64, skyrmions65,66 and domain walls67,68), changes
in geometry or in material magnetic properties can be
intentionally incorporated in nanoscaled magnetic thin
films. As a result, dynamics of quasiparticle can be ma-
nipulated and used to engineer spintronic devices69,70.
For instance, it has been recently proposed a transis-
tor that employs antiferromagnetic skyrmions71. Vari-
ous spintronic technologies require traps to stabilize the
quasiparticle at predefined positions along the magnetic
nanotrack. The interaction between an antiferromagnetic
skyrmion and a non-magnetic defect (a hole in the nan-
otrack) has been investigated in Ref.72. There, the au-
thors reported that the skyrmion can be captured, scat-
tered or completely destroyed by the hole, depending on
the skyrmion velocity and the type of collision (frontal
or lateral). Recent works have focused on the dynam-
ics of an antiferromagnetic skyrmion in racetracks with
a magnetic defect, consisting in a local variation of the
perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy62,73. In this
paper, we study the interaction between an antiferro-
magnetic skyrmion and a magnetic defect generated not
only by the local variation in the perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy, but also in other material parameters, such
as the exchange stiffness, saturation magnetization and
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant. Such inhomogeneities
can be intrinsic (impurities generated during the fabri-
cation processes) or induced (intentionally incorporated
imperfections). Chappert et al.74 pioneered the located
modification of the magnetic properties by employing the
ion irradiation in magnetic thin films and multilayers, for
a review see Ref.75. The modification of the the magnetic
magnetic parameters, such perpendicular anisotropy and
the strength of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction,
can be also achieved by tuning thicknesses in magnetic
multilayer, which is easy to be experimentally controlled.

The present work demonstrates that the skyrmion-
defect interaction is a short range interaction. Our
methodology consists in computing energy differences
with the Hamiltonian of the system. Thus, we obtain
both well and barrier potentials, which identify the kind
of the interaction that we are dealing with, either attrac-
tive or repulsive. Our predictions are verified through re-
laxation micromagnetic simulations, that is, solving the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation without any external
agent. Here, we answer the following question, mag-
netic defects in antiferromagnetic nanotracks: traps for
skyrmions in the Antiferromagnetic Spintronics?

II. MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

In order to describe the antiferromagnetic nanotrack,
we have considered Heisenberg exchange, Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya, dipole-dipole interactions, and perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy. Such magnetic interactions have
been included in the following Hamiltonian model:

H = −
∑
<i,j>

Jij [ m̂i · m̂j ] +

−
∑
<i,j>

Dij

[
d̂ij · (m̂i × m̂j)

]
+

−
∑
i

Ki [ m̂i · n̂ ]
2

+

−
∑
i,j

Mij

[
3(m̂i · r̂ij)(m̂j · r̂ij)− m̂i · m̂j

(rij/a)3

]
(1)

where m̂k ≡ (mx
k,m

y
k,m

z
k) is a versor along the direc-

tion of the magnetic moment located at the site k of
the lattice. Once Jij < 0, the first term in Eq. (1)
describes the antiferromagnetic coupling. Due to the
short range of the exchange interaction, we have consid-
ered the summation over the nearest magnetic moment
pairs < i, j >. The second term in Eq. (1) describe
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions, and the versor

d̂ij depends on the considered magnetic system. For
a magnetic multilayer system with the interfacially in-

duced Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions, d̂ij = ûij × ẑ,
where ẑ is a versor perpendicular to the multilayer sur-
face and ûij is unit vector joining the sites i and j in
the same layer20,76. Such magnetic systems favor the
nucleation of Néel skyrmions (hedgehog-type configura-
tion). On the other hand, Bloch skyrmions (vortex-type
configuration) arise in magnetically ordered systems with

intrinsic Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions, d̂ij = ûij for
bulk materials. The third term in Eq. (1) describes the
uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy, since Ki > 0 and
n̂ = ẑ. The last term in Eq. (1) represents the dipolar
coupling. Due to the long range of this interaction, we
consider all dipole-dipole interactions. The unit vector
m̂i that represents the magnetic moment located at the
i site is located by position vector ~ri = (xi, yi, zi). The

versor r̂ij =
~ri − ~rj
|~ri − ~rj |

is directed along the direction join-

ing the sites i and j, being rij = |~ri − ~rj | the relative
distance between them. The lattice parameter is repre-
sented by a. The parameter of the dipolar interaction
is always positive (Mij > 0), thus one can see that its
last term tends to align the magnetic moments antifer-
romagnetically, whereas the first one tends to align the
magnetic moments along the direction coupling them r̂ij .
The dipole-dipole interactions are responsible for the ori-
gin of the shape anisotropy in nanoscaled magnetic sys-
tems. The strength of the magnetic interactions have the
same dimension, that is, Jij , Dij , Ki and Mij in units of
energy (J).
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Experimental results about the magnetization dynam-
ics in nanomagnets have been simulated through the nu-
merical solution of the famous Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
(LLG) equation77,78. In the literature the LLG equation
is written in terms of the effective magnetization vectors
~Mi = MS m̂i as well as in terms of the effective mag-

netic moment vectors ~mi = (MS Vcel) m̂i, where Vcel is
the volume of the micromagnetic cell. In practice how-
ever, what really matters is the direction of the unit vec-
tors m̂i, which describe the average spatial orientation
of the atomic moments within each micromagnetic cell.
Typical parameters for KMnF3/Pt bilayer system have
been used in our simulations, the values are as follow61,62:
exchange stiffness constant A = −6.59 × 10−12 J/m,
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant D = 8.0 × 10−4 J/m2,
magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant K = 1.16 × 105

J/m3 and saturation magnetization MS = 3.76 × 105

A/m. Unless otherwise stated, these values for the ma-
terial parameters were used in most of our simulations.

In the micromagnetic approach, the renormalization of
magnetic interaction constants depend not only on the
material parameters, but also on the manner in which
the system is partitioned into cells. According to mi-
cromagnetic formulation, there is an upper limit for the
work-cell size. Thus, the volume of the micromagnetic
cell Vcel has to be taken very carefully. In order to choose
a suitable size for the work cell we need to estimate the
characteristic lengths, which are relevant to the micro-
magnetic problem. Such characteristic lengths are func-
tions of the material parameters and we have estimated:

the exchange length λ =
√

2|A|
µ0M2

s
≈ 8.61 nm, the wall

width parameter ∆ =
√
|A|
K ≈ 7.54 nm, and the length

associated20 with the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction

ξ = 2|A|
D ≈ 16.48 nm. Thus, size of the work cell can

be a = 1.0 nm < ∆, which is lower than the small-
est characteristic length. As in many micromagnetic
simulations, we consider a single layer of micromagnetic
cells. All micromagnetic simulations were performed us-
ing Vcel = (1× 1× 1) nm3, which is accurate enough for
the current study. For the case in which the magnetic
system is discretized into cubic cells Vcel = a3, the pos-
sible values for the magnetic interactions strength are
given by:

Jij = 2 a

 A
A′

A′′
(2)

Dij = a2

 D
D′

D′′
(3)

Ki = 2 a3
{
K
K ′′

(4)

Mij =
µ0 a

3

4π

 MS MS

MS M
′′
S

M ′′S M ′′S

(5)

where A,D,K,MS are parameters of the host material,
whereas A′′, D′′,K ′′,M ′′S are the parameters of the guest
material. A′ and D′ are parameters which describe in-
teractions at the interface between two antiferromagnetic
materials. In order to allow the magnetic parameters to
vary gradually from a magnetic medium to the other,
the geometric mean was adopted for the interface pa-
rameters: A′ =

√
A ·A′′ and D′ =

√
D ·D′′ .

For the geometric parameters of the nanotracks, we
have considered length Lx = 300 nm, width Ly = 100 nm
and thickness Lz = 1nm, differing one to another only in
the parameters of magnetic defect: the local variation of
magnetic property into a region of area S = L× L. The
spatial variations on the magnetic parameters were con-
sidered individually. Thus, we have studied four possible
sources of magnetic defects: Type A, Type D, Type K
and Type MS. Type A magnetic defects are those charac-
terized only by spatial variations in the exchange stiffness
constant (other parameters of the magnetic material were
unchanged in the defect region), Type D magnetic de-
fects are those characterized only by spatial variations in
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant, and so on. We have
considered magnetic defects in the shape of squares with
different sides, where L ranging from 5 to 23 nm. Guest
material parameters, A′′, D′′, K ′′ and M ′′S were regarded
as tuning parameters. We can generate traps for the
skyrmion by adjusting either local reduction (X ′′ < X)
or local increase (X ′′ > X) of a given magnetic prop-
erty. The target parameter of the magnetic modification
X can be A,D,K orMS.

The magnetization dynamics is governed by LLG equa-
tion, whose discrete and dimensionless version can be
written as following:

dm̂i

dτ
= − 1

1 + α2

[
m̂i ×~bi + α m̂i × (m̂i ×~bi)

]
(6)

where ~bi = −
(

1
2 a A

)
∂H
∂m̂i

is the dimensionless effec-
tive field at lattice site i, which can contain individual
contributions from the exchange, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya,
anisotropy, dipolar, and Zeeman fields. The Gilbert
damping parameter is fixed at α = 0.1. The connection
between the time and its dimensionless corresponding is

given by dτ = ν dt, where ν =

(
λ

a

)2

γ µ0 MS, being

γ = 1.76× 1011 (T.s)
−1

the electron gyromagnetic ratio.
The LLG equation was integrated by using a fourth-order
predictor-corrector scheme with time step ∆τ = 0.01.

In order to obtain the remanent magnetization of a
nanotrack with a single antiferromagnetic skyrmion, we
have chosen as initial condition an analytical solution in
which a Néel skyrmion is placed exactly at the geomet-
ric center of the nanotrack. Specifically, we start from a
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(a)

(b)
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z

Figure 1. (Color online). Schematic view of an antiferromagnetic nanotrack hosting a single skyrmion. Fig (a) highlights that
the majority of the nanotrack’s magnetic moments is going out of the figure plane, except in the region of the ring shape (in
cyan), where they are confined to the plane. One can see that the ring region surrounds the core of the skyrmion. Fig (b)
shows a portion of the vector field m̂k ≡ (mx

k,m
y
k,m

z
k) close to the skyrmion core; a Néel’s antiferromagnetic skyrmion.

solution of a ferromagnetic skyrmion65, so we reverse the
magnetization of a sublattice. If no external agent (mag-
netic field or current) are present, the integration of the
LLG equation, Eq. (6), leads the magnetic system to the
minimum energy configuration. Such approach makes
possible the adjustment of the skyrmion size. An exam-
ple in which we obtain numerically the relaxed micro-
magnetic state of an antiferromagnetic nanotrack host-
ing a single skyrmion is shown in Fig. (1). Equilibrium
configurations obtained in this way have been used as ini-
tial configurations in other simulations, as follow: (1) we
have considered the skyrmion located at the interface be-
tween two antiferromagnetic media, and (2) a magnetic
defect with a square shape was inserted into the planar
nanowire. We perform also a study about the skyrmion
size as a function of the medium magnetic properties,
considering nanotracks free of magnetic defects. Such

preliminary study will be of paramount importance to
understand why skyrmions are attracted or repelled by
magnetically modified regions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Nanotracks made of a single magnetic material

The nucleation of antiferromagnetic skyrmions has al-
ready been demonstrated through micromagnetic simu-
lations with a spin-polarized perpendicular current pulse
injected locally60,62. Here, we restrict our study to re-
laxation micromagnetic simulations, which contributed
equally to understand the remanent magnetization of a
nanotrack with a single antiferromagnetic skyrmion.
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Figura 1.4 – global variation - skyrmion diameter - Crop 20 15 10 49
Figure 2. (Color online). Diameter of the antiferromagnetic skyrmion as a function of the medium magnetic properties:
(a) exchange stiffness constant, (b) Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant, (c) perpendicular anisotropy constant and (d) saturation
magnetization constant. In all graphs, the magnetic property strength increases from the left to the right.

As we have a single magnetic material, the magnetic in-
teractions strength are given by: Jij = 2aA, Dij = a2D,

Ki = 2a3K, and Mij = µ0 a
3

4π M2
S , see the Eq. (1). An an-

tiferromagnetic skyrmion can be considered as two cou-
pled ferromagnetic skyrmions with opposite topological
charges. When decomposing the lattice of the antifer-
romagnetic material in two sublattices of anti-parallelly
aligned magnetic moments, we estimated the antiferro-
magnetic skyrmion size as the circle diameter at which
the out-of-plane magnetization changes of sign (mz = 0)
in a sublattice. Our study about the dependence of the
skyrmion size on the nanotrack magnetic properties is
shown in Fig. (2). We observe that the skyrmion col-
lapses to the antiferromagnetic state, whenever the bal-
ance of magnetic interactions was not strong enough to
stop the gradual decreasing of the skyrmion. On the
other hand, whenever the skyrmion diameter was en-
larged with no control, we observe a deformed skyrmion
(the skyrmion size was bigger than the nanotrack width)
or even, its transformation to exotic spin textures (worm-
like magnetic domain). Such observations agree with
those reported a in previous study60, where the authors
present phase diagrams for the stability of antiferromag-
netic skyrmions as functions of the A, D, K and MS

parameters. Therefore, the skyrmion size is governed by

the balance of the magnetic interactions.
A few remarks are in order. In contrast to ferromag-

netic skyrmions65, the role of the dipolar coupling is to
decrease the size of the antiferromagnetic skyrmion, as
the MS increases. From Fig. 2(a), one can see that
the skyrmion size decreases as the antiferromagnetic cou-
pling strength increases. Thus, we believe that the above-
mentioned observation is related to the antiferromagnetic
character of the dipolar coupling; see Eq. (1). According
to Fig. 2(b), the antiferromagnetic skyrmion size shrinks
with respect to decreasing the D parameter. This behav-
ior is similar to its ferromagnetic counterpart24,65. If the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction is not strong enough,
the skyrmion collapses to an ordered magnetic state (fer-
romagnetic or antiferromagnetic) via gradual decreasing
of the skyrmion size. In light of this fact, it is reason-
able to expect that the skyrmion size grows as the D
parameter increases, see Fig. 2(b).

From the technological point of view, it is not interest-
ing a distorted skyrmion or even a particle that touches
the edges of the nanotrack during its motion. Therefore,
the racetrack width must be wide enough to host the
skyrmion that will be injected. On the other hand, the
material parameters manipulation in nanotracks can be
useful to control the skyrmion size. For example, in nar-
row racetracks is desirable that the skyrmion size be as
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smaller as possible. Thus, the skyrmion behaves truly as
a quasiparticle.

B. Nanotracks made of two magnetic materials

In this study, we have considered antiferromagnetic
nanotracks compose by two magnetic media, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). At the left side of the nanotrack is the
medium 1, which is characterized by the magnetic param-
eters: A,D,K,MS and at the right side of the nanotrack
is the medium 2, which is characterized by the magnetic
parameters: A′′, D′′,K ′′,M ′′S . The magnetic properties
of two media are very close. More specifically, the pa-
rameters of the medium 2 are ± 10% the parameters of
the medium 1. The skyrmion was located exactly at the
interface between two magnetic media. Using this initial
condition, we numerically calculated the relaxed micro-
magnetic state of 100-nm-wide nanotracks in zero field
for different values of the magnetic parameters of the
medium 2. Results of these simulations show that the
skyrmion is stabilized either in the medium 1 or in the
medium 2, see Fig. 3. In figures (b) and (c) the medium
2 differs from medium 1 only in the exchange stiffness
constant, A′′ = 1.1 A and A′′ = 0.9 A, respectively. In
figures (d) and (e) the medium 2 differs from medium 1
only in the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant, D′′ = 0.9 D
and D′′ = 1.1 D, respectively. In figures (f) and (g) the
medium 2 differs from medium 1 only in the perpendic-
ular anisotropy constant, K ′′ = 1.1 K and K ′′ = 0.9 K,
respectively. In figures (h) and (i) the medium 2 dif-
fers from medium 1 only in the saturation magnetization
constant, M ′′S = 1.1 MS and M ′′S = 0.9 MS, respectively.
From the relaxed micromagnetic states shown in figures
(c), (e), (g) and (i), one can see that the magnetic sys-
tem decreases its energy by moving the skyrmion to the
medium 2, which is the region of A, K, and MS reduced
or D increased. On the other hand, one can see that the
medium 2 is avoided in figures (b), (d), (f) and (h). In
these simulations, the medium 2 is the region of A, K
and MS increased or D reduced. To understand why the
skyrmion is either attracted or repelled by the medium
2, we remember the reader of our previous results about
the balance of the magnetic interactions, which defines
the skyrmion size. In Fig. (2) it is shown that the
skyrmion diameter is reduced by increasing of the ex-
change stiffness, perpendicular anisotropy and saturation
magnetization parameters, whereas it is increased by in-
creasing of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant. Thus,
we can summarize the results of the Fig. (3) saying that
the skyrmion prefers the magnetic medium which tends
to enlarge its diameter, because it is not only minimiz-
ing the system energy, but also ensuring the skyrmion
survival. In other words, the system energy increases as
the skyrmion diameter decreases. Once the skyrmion can
disappear collapsing to the antiferromagnetic state, the
skyrmion avoids the magnetic medium which tends to
shrink its size.

29

Interface: A' and D'

Medium 1: A, D, K and M
s

Medium 2: A'', D'', K'' and M
s
''

(a) Initial condition

(b) A�� = 1.1 A (c) A�� = 0.9 A

(d) D�� = 0.9 D (e) D�� = 1.1 D

(f) K�� = 1.1 K (g) K�� = 0.9 K

(h) M��
S = 1.1 MS (i) M��

S = 0.9 MS

Figura 1.12 – Skyrmion at an interface Crop L20 R15 T11 B8Figure 3. (Color online). (a) Schematic view shows a portion
of the nanotrack that hosts the skyrmion located at the in-
terface between two antiferromagnetic media. At the left side
of the nanowire is the medium 1 and at the right side of the
nanowire is the medium 2 (darkened region). Using this con-
figuration as initial condition, we integrate the LLG equation
and obtain the final configurations shown in figures (b) to (i),
which show that the skyrmion choose a medium. Figures (b),
(d), (f) and (h) show that the skyrmion moves to the medium
1, thus, it is repelled from the medium 2. On the other hand,
figures (c), (e), (g) and (i) show that the skyrmion moves to
the medium 2, thus, it is attracted to the medium 2.
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C. Nanotracks with a single magnetic defect

Considering our previous results, we investigate
the possibility of building traps for antiferromagnetic
skyrmions. As shown in Fig. (4), a trap consists in a
magnetic defect which is incorporated into the nanotrack.

  

Figure 4. (Color online). Schematic view shows an antiferro-
magnetic nanotrack, which contains a skyrmion and a mag-
netic defect. The magnetic defect presents the shape of a
square (darkened region) and it consists in the local modifi-
cation of the material parameters. Attractive and repulsive
interactions can be generated from the engineering of mag-
netic properties, when tuning either a local reduction or a lo-
cal increase for some magnetic property. The center-to-center
separation between the skyrmion and the magnetic defect is
s = 50 nm. The magnetic defect has an area of S = 529 nm2.

In order to measure the interaction energy U(s) be-
tween the skyrmion and the magnetic defect as a func-
tion of the center-to-center separation s, we have fixed
the skyrmion at the center of the nanowire and only var-
ied the defect position along the nanowire axis. For each
separation s, the total energy E(s) of the system was
computed using the Eq. (1), and the interaction energy
has been estimated using the following expression:

U(s) = E(s)− E(s→∞) (7)

Our study revealed two kinds of traps. In a pinning
trap, the skyrmion moves towards the magnetic defect,
indicating an effective attractive potential of interaction
between the skyrmion and the magnetic defect (poten-
tial well). In a scattering trap, the skyrmion core moves
away from the magnetic defect, indicating an effective
repulsive potential of interaction between the skyrmion
and the magnetic defect (potential barrier). Fig. 5 (a)
shows the interaction energy as a function of skyrmion-
defect separation, which indicates a repulsive potential
for A′′ > A. On the other hand, Fig. 5 (b) shows
an attractive potential for A′′ < A. When considering
the same spatial variations, replacing Type A magnetic
defects with Type D magnetic defects, we observe that
pinning and scattering behaviors are interchanged. More
specifically, Fig. 6 (a) shows a repulsive potential for
D′′ < D, whereas Fig. 6 (b) shows an attractive poten-
tial for D′′ > D. Type A, Type K and MS magnetic

defects are similar to each other. Fig. 7 (a) shows a re-
pulsive potential for K ′′ > K, whereas Fig. 7 (b) shows
an attractive potential for K ′′ < K. Fig. 8 (a) shows a
repulsive potential when M ′′S > MS, whereas Fig. 8 (b)
shows an attractive potential when M ′′S < MS. On the
whole, Figs. (5), (6), (7), (8) show that both pinning and
scattering traps can be individually originated by a suit-
able local variation of A,D,K,MS; it is enough to modify
a selected region to present either a local increase or a lo-
cal reduction of a given magnetic property. The pinning
and scattering strengths can be controlled by adjusting
the spatial variation of the magnetic property and the
defect area simultaneously.

It is interesting to discuss the influence of the defect
size on the strength of the skyrmion-defect interaction.
From Figs. (7) and (8), one can see that potential wells
and potential barriers arise as the defect area increases.
The interaction potential can present a double-well po-
tential (or double-barrier potential) instead of a single
potential well (or a single potential barrier). Essentially,
it occurs for small areas of the magnetic defect, thus
skyrmion-defect interaction is extremely weak. As pre-
viously reported65,73, the presence of a double-well po-
tential (or double-barrier potential) is a signature of the
trap inefficiency.

In Table (I) we summarize four ways of building
traps for pinning and scattering of antiferromagnetic
skyrmions. Although the discussions have been held with
the Néel skyrmion, we would like to emphasize that the
qualitative results of the Table (I) remain unchanged for
Bloch skyrmions; it has been checked through micromag-
netic simulations. Moreover, we have verified that the
results remain essentially the same for both skyrmion
chiralities (D > 0 and D < 0).

Now we verify the predictions of Fig. (5) by solving
the LLG equation, see Figs. (9) and (10). By considering
a magnetic defect with a suitable size, we show that the
skyrmion can be either attracted by a reduced A region
or repelled by an increased A region. Although the re-
sults presented in figures (9) and (10) are for the case of
Type A magnetic defects, we have observed similar re-
sults (both pinning and scattering traps) for other types
of magnetic defects that were approached in this work.

Table I. Two types of traps for antiferromagnetic skyrmions
can be originated in located variations of the magnetic prop-
erties when tuning either a local increase (X ′′ > X) or a
local reduction (X ′′ < X), where X can be A,D,K orMS. A
pinning trap corresponds to a potential well for the skyrmion,
whereas a scattering trap corresponds to a potential barrier.

Pinning Trap Scattering Trap

A′′ < A A′′ > A

D′′ > D D′′ < D

K′′ < K K′′ > K

M ′′S < MS M ′′S > MS
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Figura 1.4 – I am hereFigure 5. (Color online). Type A magnetic defects: local
variations in the exchange stiffness constant. Figs. (a), (b)
and (c) show the interaction energy between the skyrmion
and the magnetic defect as a function of the center-to-center
separation. In Fig. (a) is shown a local increase of 25% in
A, whereas in Fig. (b) is shown a local reduction of 25% in
A. Both behaviors are shown for different areas of a type A
magnetic defect. In Fig. (c) the area of the magnetic defect is
fixed at S = 225nm2 and it is shown the behavior for different
values of the ratio A′′/A.
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Figura 1.5 – I am hereFigure 6. (Color online). Type D magnetic defects: local
variations in the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya constant. Figs. (a),
(b) and (c) show the interaction energy between the skyrmion
and the magnetic defect as a function of the center-to-center
separation. In Fig. (a) is shown a local reduction of 25% in
D, whereas in Fig. (b) is shown a local increase of 25% in
D. Both behaviors are shown for different areas of a type D
magnetic defect. In Fig. (c) the area of the magnetic defect is
fixed at S = 225nm2 and it is shown the behavior for different
values of the ratio D′′/D.
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Figura 1.6 – I am hereFigure 7. (Color online). Type K magnetic defects: local vari-
ations in the perpendicular anisotropy constant. Figs. (a),
(b) and (c) show the interaction energy between the skyrmion
and the magnetic defect as a function of the center-to-center
separation. In Fig. (a) is shown a local increase of 25% in
K, whereas in Fig. (b) is shown a local reduction of 25% in
K. Both behaviors are shown for different areas of a type K
magnetic defect. In Fig. (c) the area of the magnetic defect is
fixed at S = 225nm2 and it is shown the behavior for different
values of the ratio K′′/K.
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Figura 1.7 – I am hereFigure 8. (Color online). Type MS magnetic defects: local
variations in the saturation magnetization constant. Figs.
(a), (b) and (c) show the interaction energy between the
skyrmion and the magnetic defect as a function of the center-
to-center separation. In Fig. (a) is shown a local increase of
25% in MS, whereas in Fig. (b) is shown a local reduction of
25% in MS. Both behaviors are shown for different areas of a
type MS magnetic defect. In Fig. (c) the area of the magnetic
defect is fixed at S = 225 nm2 and it is shown the behavior
for different values of the ratio M ′′S /MS.
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(a)
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Figure 9. (Color online). Effect of a pinning trap. Succes-
sive snapshots show the skyrmion being attracted to the trap,
which is characterized by a local reduction in the exchange
stiffness constant A′′ = 0.5A (a local reduction of 50 % in A)
into an area of 529 nm 2. (a) Initial configuration at t = 0,
where the center-to-center separation between the skyrmion
and the magnetic defect is 30 nm. (b) Configuration after
0.19 ns. (c) Configuration after 0.20 ns. (d) Configuration
after 0.23 ns, where the skyrmion is captured by the pinning
trap. (e) Configuration after 0.50 ns and later show that the
skyrmion remains fixed and/or centered at the trap.

  

(a)

(b)

(c)  

(d)  

(e)   

Figure 10. (Color online). Effect of a scattering trap. Succes-
sive snapshots show the skyrmion being repelled from a trap,
which is characterized by a local increase in the exchange stiff-
ness constant A′′ = 1.5 A (a local increase of 50 % in A) into
an area of 529 nm 2. (a) Initial configuration at t = 0, where
the center-to-center separation between the skyrmion and the
magnetic defect is 20 nm. (b) Configuration after 0.04 ns. (c)
Configuration after 0.10 ns. (d) Configuration after 0.30 ns,
where the separation between the skyrmion and the magnetic
defect is about 30 nm. (e) Configuration after 0.54 ns and
later show that the skyrmion remains distant from the trap.
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(d) Type MS magnetic defects

Figura 1.10 – Crop 20 15 10 49Figure 11. (Color online). Local variations of the magnetic properties considered individually in a magnetic defect of area
S = 529 nm2. Figures (a) to (d) show the interaction energy between the skyrmion and the magnetic defect as a function of
the center-to-center separation. The behavior is shown for different types of magnetic defects.

From the technological point of view, the reader can
wonder whether magnetic defects considered here will be
work as traps for skyrmions in antiferromagnetic nan-
otrack at room temperature? By analyzing our results for
skyrmion-defect interaction energy, one can see that the
heights of the potential barriers as well as the depths of
the potential wells depend strongly on the type of defect
being considered, on the strength of the modified mag-
netic property, and on the defect size (skyrmion-defect
aspect ratio). Thus, characteristics of trap can be exper-
imentally controlled. For instance, the skyrmion-defect
interaction strength can be tuned in one or more order
of magnitude larger than the thermal energy at room
temperature, that is, E thermal = kB Troom ∼ 10−21[J].

It is worth mentioning that the region with modified
magnetic properties can be designed to present a single
or a combination of tuned magnetic parameters. The bal-
ance of the magnetic defect parameters will be responsi-
ble for adjusting the finality of the trap; either to capture
or to blockade the skyrmions. Thus, the kind of the trap

depends on the suitable choice of material parameters
that will be modified within the selected area. Maybe,
the affected region by ion beam irradiation contains more
than one modified magnetic property. However, the mag-
nitude of the affected magnetic parameters will not be
the same. For example, they can differ in the order of
magnitude. In Fig (11), we have equally varied the tar-
get parameter of the magnetic modification, considering
magnetic defects of the same size. From this figure, one
can compare the individual contribution of each material
parameter. In order of decreasing magnitude, we have
magnetic defects: Type A > Type D > Type K > Type
MS. This makes evident the MS parameter modifica-
tion results in the weakest skyrmion-defect interaction.
It is plausible, since MS parameter is linked to the dipo-
lar coupling, which is the weakest magnetic interaction.
Thus, it is necessary to enlarge defect area as well as a
sharp local variation in MS to improve the efficiency of
the trap. On the other hand, the accidental modification
of the MS parameter should be insignificant compared to
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the target parameter of the magnetic modification.
By analyzing the graphs of Fig. (11), one can see that

the skyrmion-defect interaction energies employing local
variations in A, D and K do not change upon undergo-
ing a reflection across the horizontal axis. Note that it
does not occur for Type MS magnetic defects. We believe
that it is related to the strength of dipole-dipole interac-
tions, which is directly proportional to the square of MS,
whereas the strength of other magnetic interactions vary
linearly with the parameters A, D and K; see Eqs. (2),
(3), (4) and (5).

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, a crucial requirement for the development
and realization of many spintronic devices is the control
of the skyrmion position in nanotracks. Magnetic defects
incorporated intentionally in racetracks can be useful to
impose predefined positions where skyrmions can stop.
Changes in nanotrack geometry characterized by absence
of magnetic material, such as notches or holes intention-
ally incorporated in nanotracks can be also useful for
this purpose. However, skyrmions can be completely de-
stroyed by such non-magnetic defects62,72.

In this work, we have investigated the interaction be-
tween the antiferromagnetic skyrmion and magnetic de-
fects. Magnetic defects have been modeled as local vari-
ations on the nanotrack material parameters, such as
A,D,K,MS. Thus, we have studied four sources of mag-
netic defects: Type A, Type D, Type K and Type MS.
Both attractive and repulsive interactions have been ob-
served by adjusting either a local increase or a local re-
duction for a given material parameter. For example, we
showed that the skyrmion is attracted to a trap char-
acterized by a local reduction in the exchange stiffness
constant (A′′ < A), whereas the skyrmion is repelled
from a trap characterized by a local increase in the ex-
change stiffness constant (A′′ > A). Several strate-
gies to pin and to scatter antiferromagnetic skyrmions
were investigated and they are summarized in Table (I).
Furthermore, we have pointed that the efficiency of the
trap is compromised if the defect size is smaller than the
skyrmion size. This result is reasonable and it should be
expected. Due to the property of topological protection,
skyrmions have the ability of overcoming obstacles like
pinning sites. Thus, the skyrmion-defect aspect ratio is
a crucial parameter to design traps for skyrmions. From
the technological point of view, experiments at room tem-
perature should take into account not only the local vari-
ation strength of the magnetic properties, but also the as-
pect ratio between the skyrmion and the magnetic defect.
It is important to highlight that the behavior of attrac-
tion and repulsion interactions involving the parameter
MS is the opposite of that observed for ferromagnetic
skyrmions65. The attraction and repulsion interactions
involving parameter others (A,D,K) remains the same
for both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic skyrmions.

Our results could guide the design of experimental
works that intend to investigate the realistic incorpo-
ration of such magnetic defects into antiferromagnetic
nanotracks. In real experiments, the change of mag-
netic properties can be smooth. However, it can be com-
pensated by increasing the magnetic defect area. Since
the affected region is large enough, smooth modifications
on the magnetic properties would still work as traps for
skyrmions. In practice, circular defects should be gener-
ated by ion irradiation in magnetic thin films and multi-
layers. Although the results presented here are for mag-
netic defects in the shape of a square, we believe that
similar results can be expected for defects with different
shapes, provided they present practically the same area.
Recently, it was reported the interaction between circu-
lar magnetic defects and antiferromagnetic skyrmions73.
The found results show that skyrmions will be repelled by
a local increase in K and attracted by a local reduction in
K. The skyrmion-defect repulsion that originates from a
local increase in the perpendicular anisotropy can be also
achieved by proper use of a triangular defect inserted at
the boundary of the nanotrack62. The results presented
here are trustworthy, since our study reproduces and ex-
tends the predictions of other groups62,73.

When considering the skyrmion located at the inter-
face between two antiferromagnetic media, we discover
the reason why skyrmions are either attracted or re-
pelled by a region magnetically modified. The basic
physics behind the mechanisms of pinning and scattering
skyrmions is related to the energy minimization, that is,
the magnetic system minimizes its energy when moving
the skyrmion towards the magnetic medium that tends
to maximize its diameter. Such observation is valid not
only for antiferromagnetic skyrmions but also for ferro-
magnetic skyrmions65. The dependence of the skyrmion
size on the nanotrack magnetic properties has been also
investigated here, and we highlight that the manipulation
of nanotrack material parameters can be used to control
the skyrmion size. When tuning the skyrmion size to be
as smaller as possible, we ensure that the skyrmion be-
haves truly as a quasiparticle, avoiding that the skyrmion
touches the nanotrack edges, or even that, a distorted
skyrmion is transported.

We believe that the presented results are promising
for potential applications in Antiferromagnetic Spintron-
ics. Although the discussions have been held with a sin-
gle skyrmion, our results for traps of pinning and scat-
tering of antiferromagnetic skyrmions can be planned
and extended to skyrmion arrangements, once multiple
skyrmions can coexist in the same magnetic thin film.
Due to the skyrmion-skyrmion repulsion79,80, it is known
that skyrmions occupy sites of a honeycomb lattice8,81.
From the perspective of potential applications, it can be
desirable to manipulate the parameters of the skyrmion
crystal, such as the spacing between skyrmions or even
the lattice type. Following the idea of using a 2D periodic
arrays of pinning sites previously proposed by Reichhardt
et al.82, a square lattice of magnetic defects considered
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in this work can be useful to pin skyrmions at predefined
positions along the antiferromagnetic thin film. From
the experimental point of view, the skyrmion individual
detection should be improved when increasing the spac-
ing between skyrmions. Besides, we can setup the min-
imum spacing between particles in which the skyrmion-
skyrmion repulsion is negligible. In practice, we can build
a non-interacting skyrmion array, which could be inter-
esting for some skyrmionic devices. Another direction for
future studies would be explore the usage of magnetic
strips46 or an asymmetric environment83 incorporated
into an antiferromagnetic medium to isolate transmis-
sion channels of a multilane skyrmion racetrack84. We
hope this study encourages experimental works to inves-
tigate the controllability of the skyrmion position in anti-
ferromagnetic nanotracks with their magnetic properties
modified spatially. In light of the skyrmion racetrack
memory concept70, a distribution of equally-spaced mag-
netic defect in a nanotrack can be useful to define the bit
length, where the region between two magnetic defects
can host (1) or not (0) an antiferromagnetic skyrmion.
In a future work, we intend to study the current-induced
skyrmion dynamics in such nanotrack to demonstrate
that the skyrmion motion can be controlled from a trap
to another.
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